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BACKGROUND

Graphic Digital Design, Branding, Consumer Products Background 
2012: Entered the game industry 
Focus on Art Direction & UX/UI Design 

STEPH CHOW (@STEPHCHOW)



WORLDS & IMMERSION

Recognizing the importance of UI’s impact on your game’s overall branding. 

How to produce UI elements that reflect your game’s world. 

Understanding the balance act between usability  
and narrative visuals.

MY GOAL:



WORLDS & IMMERSION



WORLDS & IMMERSION

The fictitious universes created for film and games that 
have their own individual culture, visual rules  

and aesthetics.

WORLDS



WHAT ABOUT



WORLDS & IMMERSION

Your game’s creative world 
is also your game’s brand.





WORLDS & IMMERSION

A game’s brand experience is  
immersive and usable.





WORLDS & IMMERSION

IMMERSION

Characters VFX Environments UI

UX



WORLDS & IMMERSION

IMMERSION

Characters VFX Environments UI

Usability

UX



WORLDS & IMMERSION

Research Exploration Iteration

IMMERSIVE UI



RESEARCH

Research
WHAT IS THE VISUAL CULTURE 
BEHIND YOUR WORLD?



RESEARCH



RESEARCH



RESEARCH



RESEARCH

UI doesn’t have to be just a   
bright “juicy” green button



RESEARCH



RESEARCH

COLOR PALETTE

TYPOGRAPHY

ICONOGRAPHY

POP UP SILHOUETTES

NATURAL . RHYTHMIC . PLAYFUL



RESEARCH

TYPOGRAPHY
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RESEARCH

COLORS & TEXTURE
NATURAL . RHYTHMIC . PLAYFUL
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RESEARCH

SHAPES
NATURAL . RHYTHMIC . PLAYFUL
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RESEARCH

Pop Up
Silhouettes

Typography &
Iconography Color Palettes Button 

Treatments

MAKE SAMPLE SCREENS



RESEARCH

Research

WHAT IS THE VISUAL CULTURE 
BEHIND YOUR WORLD?

Research the visual details of the movement, culture, or 
era that inspires your game’s world to find familiar but 
branded elements to design with. 

Move beyond Google if possible. Go to museums, watch 
movies that relate to your game’s world. 

Start testing your visually inspired assets on a few key 
screens,  
to get a sense of what is going to work…and not work.  



EXPLORATION

Exploration HOW DO YOU IMMERSE THE WORLD 
INTO YOUR UI?



Produce options that help the player play the game,  
but still keep the player immersed.

EXPLORE!

EXPLORATION



WORLDS & IMMERSION



Diegetic 
vs.

Non-Diegetic

Skeuomorphic
vs.
Flat

IMMERSIVE UI INGREDIENTS

Layout Animation

EXPLORATION



EXPLORATION

Interface that is included in the game 
world -- i.e., it can be seen and heard 

by the game characters.

DIEGETIC NON-DIEGETIC

https://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/132674/game_ui_discoveries_what_players_.php

Interface that is rendered outside the 
game world, only visible and audible 

to the players in the real world.

https://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/132674/game_ui_discoveries_what_players_.php


EXPLORATION

FULLY 
IMMERSIVE

EASY TO GRASP 
NARRATIVELY

PRESERVES 
THE 4TH WALL

DIEGETIC



EXPLORATION

BURIED 
INFORMATION

COMPLEX TASKS 
COGNITIVE LOAD 

COMMITMENT TO 
THE 4TH WALL

DIEGETIC



EXPLORATION

DETAILED 
CONTENT

EASIER TO GRASP 
COMPLEX TASKS

CLEAR 
SEPARATION

NON-DIEGETIC



EXPLORATION

DISTRACTING 
TO CONTENT

COMPLICATES 
COMPLEX TASKS

BREAKS 
4TH WALL

NON-DIEGETIC



EXPLORATION

IT DEPENDS…
How much space do you have?  

(mobile, tablet, TV, VR)

How complicated are your game’s tasks? 
(simple game mechanic, twitch mechanic, heavy-strategy)

How is your player interacting with the game?  
(touch, controller, camera)



Diegetic 
vs.

Non-Diegetic

Skeuomorphic
vs.
Flat

IMMERSIVE UI INGREDIENTS

Layout Animation

EXPLORATION



EXPLORATION

SKEUOMORPHIC VS. FLAT 



EXPLORATION

SKEUOMORPHIC VS. FLAT 



EXPLORATION

SKEUOMORPHIC VS. FLAT 

Skeuomorphic Flat



EXPLORATION

Skeuomorphic Flat



EXPLORATION

LAYOUT



EXPLORATION

LAYOUT



EXPLORATION

ANIMATION



EXPLORATION

ANIMATION



EXPLORATION

Exploration

HOW DO YOU IMMERSE THE WORLD 
INTO YOUR UI?

Apply your world’s research through different design elements: 
layout, animation, diegetic, non-diegetic, skeuomorphism, flat design. 

Variety is king: What does your design look like when you focus on a 
skeuomorphic approach vs. a flat approach? 

Think about how elements like animation not only project a player’s 
goal, but also complements the world. 



EXPLORATION

Iteration HOW DO I BALANCE 
BETWEEN NARRATIVE UI AND UX



ITERATION

Skeuomorphic Flat



Readability Personality Implication Scale

ITERATION



Readability Personality Implication Scale

ITERATION



ITERATION

Skeuomorphic Flat



Readability Personality Implication Scale

ITERATION



Skeuomorphic

ITERATION

Flat



Readability Personality Implication Scale

ITERATION



Skeuomorphic

ITERATION

Flat



Readability Personality Implication Scale

ITERATION



Skeuomorphic

ITERATION

Flat



ITERATION

Skeuomorphic Flat



ITERATION

Good UI should enhance  
the game’s brand experience.



UI can reflect a game’s world  
but should not compete with it.

ITERATION



ITERATION

10 USABILITY HEURISTICS 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/

Visibility of system status 
The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through 
appropriate feedback within reasonable time. 

  
Match between system and the real world 
The system should speak the users' language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar 
to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. 

  
User control and freedom 
Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked 
"emergency exit.” Make sure it is clear to not cause user pain. 

  
Consistency and standards 
Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions mean 
the same thing. 

  
Error prevention 
Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a problem 
from occurring in the first place. 

Recognition rather than recall 
Minimize the user's memory load by making objects, actions, and options visible. The 
user should not have to remember information from one part of the dialogue to another. 

  
Flexibility and efficiency of use 
Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user -- may often speed up the interaction for the 
expert user such that the system can cater to both inexperienced and experienced 

  
Aesthetic and minimalist design 
Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of 
information and diminishes their relative visibility. 

  
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover 
Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the 
problem, and constructively suggest a solution. 

  
Help and documentation 
May be necessary in the end. Make sure it’s discoverable.

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/error-message-guidelines/


Due to AR’s focus on camera interaction, user interface could be kept 
very minimal to allow player to focus on mix reality experience.


Will still need a way to imply the world when the camera is off.


Becomes even more important for the UI to be believable if it is mix reality 
of a player’s familiar environment with unbelievable elements

Some
Thoughts

AR & UI IMMERSION? 

CONCLUSION



Huge opportunity for diegetic world immersion through more physical 
interactions


More incorporation of animation, audio, and haptic effects to enhance 
world immersion and crucial player feedback.


Complicated tasks will still require visual interface like type and buttons 
for accessibility purpose.

Some
Thoughts

VR & UI IMMERSION? 

CONCLUSION



CONCLUSION

Diegetic or Non-Diegetic, you can inject story into you UI!


Narrative UI can immerse a player into a story, a world, and a brand.


Know when to pull back to maintain player game flow and avoid player 
frustration by testing and weighing against user heuristics.


But Why!

ENGAGEMENT IN UI IMMERSION 



CONCLUSION



CONCLUSION



RECAP

Research Exploration Iteration

IMMERSIVE UI



Diegetic 
vs.

Non-Diegetic

Skeuomorphic
vs.
Flat

IMMERSIVE UI INGREDIENTS

Layout Animation

RECAP



Readability Personality Implication Scale

RECAP

ITERATION ELEMENTS



THANKS!
TWITTER: @STEPHCHOW

LINKEDIN: STEPHCHOWDESIGN

MEDIUM: /@STEPHCHOW
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